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MOFII Candy wireless keyboard + mouse set
MOFII Candy keyboard and mouse set is perfect for everyday use, and will also be a great choice for a child. It stands out with its original,
stylish design and provides comfort of use. The keyboard is equipped with 84 keys, and the mouse allows you to adjust the resolution in
the range of 800-1600DPI, making it ideal for various applications. The devices connect to the computer wirelessly, in the 2.4G band.
 
Adjustable resolution mouse
You will find a universal mouse that allows you to adjust the resolution in the range of 800 / 1200 / 1600DPI. So you can easily adjust it to
your needs and use it  for work or even gameplay. The service life of  its buttons reaches 3 million clicks.  What's more, the ergonomic
design makes the mouse fit perfectly in your hand and is extremely comfortable to use.
 
Compact keyboard
Do you have a small  desk? The included keyboard will  be perfect for you! It  is equipped with 84 keys, so it  doesn't take up too much
space. The round, tactile keys are distinguished by a lifespan of up to 8 million clicks and easily yield to your fingers for extremely fast
response. Convenient operation and cute pastel colors make the keyboard appealing to younger users as well.
 
12 function keys
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What else makes using the included keyboard so convenient? The device is equipped with 12 function keys that will make your work with
the computer much easier. With their help, for example, you can easily operate the media player, adjust the volume, use the Internet
browser or check your e-mail inbox.
 
Wireless operation
Say goodbye to tangled cables and enjoy freedom. The included devices connect to your computer wirelessly - in the 2.4G band, using a
single USB receiver (6-10m range). The products are compatible with various versions of Windows. You only need one AA battery for the
mouse, and 2 AAA batteries for the keyboard. The devices will also surprise you with their long operating time. The hardware does not
require the installation of additional drivers, supporting the Plug & Play system.
 
In the box:
Mouse
Keyboard
USB receiver
Brand
MOFII
Model
SMK-632388AG Beige
Color
Beige
Connection
Wireless
Typ
Membrane
Interface
2.4G
Range
6 - 10m
Mouse resolution
800 / 1200 / 1600DPI
Keyboard dimensions
345.40x134.50x37.4mm
Mouse dimensions
75.30x95.40x39.80mm
Weight of the keyboard
About 558.6g
Weight of the mouse
About 85g
Number of keyboard keys
84
Number of mouse buttons
4
Keyboard key life
8 million presses
Mouse key life
3 million clicks
Keyboard power supply
2x AAA battery (alkaline)
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Mouse power supply
1x AA battery (alkaline)
Compatibility
Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows ME, Windows Vista, Windows 7 / 8 / 10
Other
12 function keys, 3 levels of power saving mode, plug&play

Preço:

€ 30.50

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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